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PSEUDO- TOPOLOGICAL COHERENCE FOR 
CONVERGENCE SPACES

Jung Wan Nam and Hyo II Choi

1. Introduction

A convergence function is a correspondence between the 
filters on a given set X and the subsets of X. This concept 
is defined to include types of convergence which a호e more 
general than those defined by specifying a topology on X； 

the structures of convergence criteria are limitierung 
Fischer), pseudo-topology (Choquet), and pretopology, but 
these structures may be regarded as special cases of converg
ence functions.

D. C. Kent and G. D. Richardson introduced the properties 
of convergence spaces, and applied such concepts as products 
of convergence spaces, pretopological cohe호ence, and topolo
gical coherence. In this paper, we shall define pseudo-topolo
gical coherence and almost pseudo-topological spaces, and 
investigate their relations and properties.

2. Preliminaries

Our notation and terminology will concide with that of [1], 
[2], and [3J: however, a brief review of basic term옹 will be 

given in here.
Throughout this paper, we use the abbreviation au. f. w for 

ultrafilter, the contraction “iff” for "if and only if”， and

“贫for ufilter 贫 ^-converges to •歩.
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A convergence structure on a set X is a mapping from 

ths set F(X) of all filters on X into the set F(X) of all 
subsets of X which satisfies the following conditions：

⑴ 笋，乡 in F(、X) and 养U乡 implies #(步)U&(8)；

(2) for all 土 in X、where x denotes the u. f. 
generated by {x}；

(3) (贫) implies 유(笋了]：幻, where ■尹is 既服호-

ated by intersection members of filters 贫 and

The pair (X,务)is called a convergence space and “nW 余 

(贫)" is interpreted “贫 ^-converges to
Given convergence spaces (X,*) and (匕£), let R be the 

set product XxY and let Px be the canonical projection of 
R onto X, and Pr the projection of R onto Y, The product 
convergence structure r on XxY is^defirred by specifying 

that 为二 SQ iff and Fy(^) —where Px

(%) is a filter generated by projection members for each K 
in a filter % on R, and the pair (R, r) is called the product 

space of (X, 유) and (Y?/>), see [1].
In [6], if 筝 and 乡 are filters on X, we say 筝 finer than 

乡(or 乡 is coarser than 贫)iff 贫二)乡，we denote 贫 Z 乡.A 
filter on X is fixed iff爭*冲 and free iff贫=©・ A 
filter 贫 is an u. f. iff there is no strictly finer filter 乡 than 

3L thus the ultrafilters are the maximal filte호s.
In [1], 향iven filters 贫 on X and 乡 on Y9 , let 贫X 乡 

denote the filter on R( = XxY) generated by sets of the 
form FxGy for F in and G in 乡.

3. Pseudo-topological coherence

In this section, we shall extend some properties of El] to 
pseudo-topological spaces of finite convergence spaces.
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A pseudo-topological space([4]) is a convergence space 

with the property that 貧----8 whenever each u. f. finer
than 筝 conver흉e응 to x.

In [3], for each conv은rgenca structure on a set X, tha 
following related convergence structure is defined by D. C. 
Kent： 3”△으农 iff 3,for each u. f. 贫' fine호 than 贫; 

* is finer than p(유) (유) in the sense that 多』。(任)-

converges to rr whenver 贫 ^-converges to x, indeed, Q(g) 
is the finest pseudotopology coarser than %

Lemma 3.1. If X is a filter on 一R( = XxY), then for 
each u.f. 贫7 finer than 프x(%) on X, there exists an 
u.f.乡'on Y such that 乡(名)and 笋‘X笋〉％.

Proof. Let 勞 ba a fil坨호 on R( = XxY). Given an u. f. 
贸，finer than 巳:(龙)on 瓦 let「須应(名)=兀 then there 
exists x in F such that * =贫'([6]) because」F、(先)is fixed 

filter. Since FW贫'，贫巳版).Since A ( AX)
学q>, we can 이atain some nonempty subset G of C)Fy(%) 
such rhat {z}xGU「L%‘. Let 乡'be an u. f. containing G, 
then 乡and 身”〉〈乡‘2% because {&} X Gw贫'X 乡' 

and {x} XGU「1%.

Theorem 3.2. If (X, 융) and (Y, ?) are pseudo-topological 
spaces, then (X, %) x (Y,^) is a pseudo-topological space.

Proof. Suppose that (X,*) and (Y, p) are pseudo-topol
ogical spaces, let(K, r) be the product convergence space of 

(瓦 *) and (Y, p). Given, a filter 次 on R, let 筑，— 
for all u. f. %’ finer than %. If 罗'is an u. f. on X finer 
than then, by Lemma 3.1, there exists the filter
身"X 乡'on R such that 笋‘ X 乡'〉：％ where 乡'is the u. f. 
finer than on Y. Then there exists an u. f.弟'such

that 好法尹so that 玲(宠”)〉&(贫以乡')=贫'2
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(L
Fx(%), hence 尹=PxW) by assumption. -Similialy 

乡'WfJ7 for each u. f. 乡' finer than 호J我、) on Y. Since (X,

CL
유) and (匕0) are pseudo-topological, Px(%)----and PY

p r
(%)—小 and so %—>(z,：y). Thus (X, *) x Q") is a 
pseudo-topological space.

For any convergence space X, let pX be the convergence 
space defined on the same underlying set as follows:歹-- >x
in pX iff 會-- in X for each u. f. 乡 finer 바lan 贫. The
space pX is the finest p동eudo-topological space coa호ser than 
X([4]), and it is called the pseudo-topological modification 

of X. that X 卩区 have the same 파。f._ ennigergence 
(⑷).

Definition 3.3. A convergence space (瓦 %) is almost 
pseudo-topological iff *(贫)=伙勿(贫)for all u.f.贫 on 
X, 订 X and pX have the same u.f. convergence.

Proposition 3.4. pXxpY<p(Xx Y) <XxY for two con
vergence spaces X and Y.

그ROOF, By definition of pseudo-topological modification, 
p(Xx Y) <Xx Y. We shall 아iow that pXxpY<p(Xx Y). 

If in p(Xx Y)9 then in XxY for all
u. f. %’ finer than %. That is, 7七(％') converges to x in 
X ([1]), and so in pX by pXVX. Similiarly,
玲(％‘)一J in pY. Thus, in pXxpY for all u.
f・ finer than Since pXxpY is a pseudo-topological 

space by Theorem 3. 2, %-*愆戒)in pXxpY. Hence, pX 
XpY<p(XxY)<XxY.

Theorem 3.5. If X and Y are almost pseudo- topological 
then XxY is almost pseudo-topological.
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Proof. Suppose that X and Y are almost pseudo-topolo- 

gical. If %’ is an u. f. on Xx Y such that 買‘”一》（而：y） in 

p（Xx Y）, then 買"-스（z,：y） in pXxpY by Proposition 3. 4, 
and so in pX and Fx（%'） is an u. f. on X. Since
X is almost pseudo- topological, in X. Similiarly,

we can prove that 間。''、L3 in Y. Thus %財—，（”应）in Xx 
y（［13）. The other hand, if %’ is an u. f. on XxY such 

that 兑'-t（工：y） in XxY, then 沢一in p（XxY） 
by Proposition. 3.4. Therefore, XxY is almost pseudo- 

topological.
Definition 3.6. A pair of convergence spaces X, Y is 

said to be pseudo-topologically coherent if p（Xx Y） —pXx 
壮.

Theorem 3.7. X and Y are almost pseudo-topological 
iff the pair X, Y is pseudo-topologically coherent.

Proof. If pXxpY〈p（XxY）, there exists a filter 筑 on 

Xx Y such that %—»（3,：y） in pXxpY and does 효ot in P（X 
X Y）. By definition of p（Xx Y）, there exists an u. f. 7
such that 筑'does not converge to （e,：y） in Xx Y and % 

>yC^ But 学"소0勺、）in pXxpY because 3S0 in pX 
Xpy and Thus in pX and Fy（%'）-七y
in pY9 so that 고第；、）-너工 in X and Fy（%'）T：y inY by 

Definition 3.3, hence %（e：y） in Xx Y. This contradicts 

the fact that an u. f. %’ does not converge to （^, jO in 
XxY, thus the pair X, Y is pseudo-topologically coherent.

Conversely, suppose that the pair X, Yis pseudo-topologica

lly coherent, and let %’ and （§f be arbitrary u. f.'s on X and 

Y respectively. If 3注一송工 in X and 9 fy in Y, 동ince pX< 
X and pY< Y,贫s in pX and 乡'一匕y in pY. The other 
hand, if 筝‘ fc in pX and 兮‘ —y in pY9 바len 贫‘X 乡'-스（z,：y）
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in pXxpY. Since p（Xx¥）=pXxpy,笋‘X乡'-（z/） in p（X 

X Y）, and so 寸）in Xx Y for all U・f、%' finer than

3*9, thus P5、）F in X and 巳，（%'）-셔夕 in Y. Since 
玲（％'） and 沪 are the u. f. on X and &（%，）我匕（歹 X 笋） 

=3L &（•須）=贫'—© in X, similarly 芻 f in Y. Thus 
X and pX have the same u. f. co교vergence, hence X and Y 
are almost pseudo- topological.

From Theorem 3. 5 and 3. 7, we can obtain the following 
corollary.

Corollary 3.8. If the pair X9Y is pseudo-topologically 
coherent^ then XxY is almost pseudo-topological.

Theorem 3.9. （a） If （X, 유） and （7, p） form a pseudo- 

topologically coherent pair, p （务）=Q（步），P （A） =P 3），知 

<%, and ZiM仑 then （X,知）and （匕 K） also form a 
pseudo- topologically coherent pair.

（b） If （X, 유） and （Y, />） do not form a pseudo-topolog
ically coherent 加赤乙 r（유。=p（*）, P（K）=p3\ 유i〉% a?以 
》云1\ then the pair（匕 力）also fails 切 be pseu- 

dotopologically coherent.

Proof, （a） p&xp。分。（앙X0）=Q（水） xq3）=q（知） xp 
（3） and by Proposition 3. 4, p（^x Xp-^） >p（3i） XP（A）- Thus 

Q（务 XZ\）=Q（%）〉U（0）, that is, （X,务）and （Y? A） is a 
pseudo-topologically coherent pair.

（b） By assumption, Q（务） Xp（6） =Q（유） XQ（0） （유X0） 
分。（幻X0i）, that is, Q（幻） XQ（?）구%（务X0D・ Thus the pair 
（X, 유i）, （y, pi） fails to be pseudo-topologically coherent.

Theorem 3.10. If X and Y are convergence spaces such 
that XxpY>p（Xx Y）, then the pair X9 Y is pseudo-topol
ogically coherent iff the pair X9 pY is pseudo-topologically 

coherent.
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Proof. Suppose that XxpY>p(XxY). If the pair X」Y 
is pseudo-topologically coherent, then p (XX pY) < p (XX Y) 
= pX〉〈pY=pXxp(pK) and p(XxpY) >P(p(XxY)) =p(Xx 
Y)=pXxpY=pXxp(pY). Thus p(XxpY)=PXXp(pY), so 
that the pair X, pY is pseudo-topologically coherent.

Conversely, if the pair X, pY is pseudo-topologically 
coherent, since p(XxY) <Xx pY, p(Xx¥) =p(p(Xx¥)) V 
p(XxpY) =pXxpy, that is, p(XxY) =pXxpY. Thus the 
pair X, lz is pseudo-topplogically coherent.
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